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Demon Chaser Series Boxed Set Books 1-3Adult ContentTall. Dark. Deadly. Sizzling paranormal

stories filled to the brim with hot alpha males and the strong, feisty women that manage to tame

them. Loads of steamy adult contentDemon Chasersâ€¦Protectors of humanity. Sworn to uphold the

peace. Oath bound to keep the existence of demons a secret.OMEGADemon Chaser Cole rescues

Katy from the claws of the Alpha of a resident demon wolf pack. Hunted by Bain and his pack, Cole

must try and find out why the werewolves are willing to risk a long standing agreement with the

Demon Chasers in order to have her. Bain is a cruel SOB whoâ€™s had run-ins with the Demon

Control Agency before so whatever the reason, itâ€™s sure to be depraved.The Chaser suspects

that Katy is not as innocent as she seems. Cole had better unravel this mystery fast because the

shifters are closing in and more importantly, the longer heâ€™s with Katy the more impossible he

finds it to resist her.ALPHA Gray, a newly appointed Alpha and half blood demon wolf, can only turn

during a full moon. With only three days before the next cycle, time is running out to convince the

highest ranking female wolf to become his mate. Success will see him become a full blood. Failure

will spell his death. It is only a matter of time before the challenges start coming in.Ashlyn, a hard

ass Demon Chaser just happens to be human and the packâ€™s newest resident. Sheâ€™s there

on Demon Control Agency business. Her attraction for the new Alpha canâ€™t be allowed to stand

in her way, after all, Gray is already taken. More importantly, she has a serial killer to catch, and

then she needs to get the heck out of wolfville.For both their sakesâ€¦HYBRIDEver since the

experiments a few months ago, Brice has something inside of her. Something bad. It wants her to

do violent, horrific things. She must fight itâ€¦ has to try and stay in control. The thing inside her

calms the moment she meets Garrett. Her relief is fleeting because Garrett is a Demon Chaser, he

works for the very agency trying to exterminate her.Garrett must turn the hybrid in. Sheâ€™s a

vicious, dangerous creature that deserves to be put to death. Why then is she in such control? Why

is he feeling things for her that he really shouldnâ€™t? Surely his premonition about her must be

true? Demon Chaser Book 4 SKIN Available now
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Charlene has done it again... the demon chaser series where extremely entertaining. I never found

myself getting bored with the characters story line. I'm very pleased. If you don't have these books

already you're seriously missing out.

Charlene Hartnady has written a fantastic series of novels about demon chasers, demon hounds,

hybrids and humans and other paranormal creatures. These three stories gives us a look at the

dark side with hot romantic moments, claiming mates and true love. Because what we thought didn't

exist really does. I rated these novels 5 stars and would recommend the Demon Chaser Series to all

mature readers who love the paranormal. Enjoy!

This was an entertaining way to pass some time. Box sets allow us the continuation so easily and it

was just what was needed to fill in some hours. I have only given it a three star because there isn't

much there to connect with but there is lots of sex and in-love couples and sometimes I think this is

more than enough to pass the time. The series is also reasonably well-written and worth following

up.Very easy reading!

This box set consists of three quick read stories/books. The stories were just okay for me. At times it

seems there wasn't enough for me to connect with the characters. Everything happens very quickly

in each book. Even though this series wasn't my favorite, I have enjoyed many of her other



series/books and will continue to read more from this author.

I loved the whole set of storiese My fav had to be the first one. It was filled with suspence, mystery,

action, adventure, and pure hot.steamy.sex!!!! One of my fab books that isn't vampire related. I love

the whole demon chaser agency idea. It is fresh and new. Cant wait to read skin.

I LOVED IT! AWESOME SERIES!!! HAS MYSTERY , ROMANCE, ACTION. HOPE THERE WILL

BE MORE TO COME REALLY ENJOYED IT

Interesting story and good characters make this set worth your time and money. I enjoyed them, but

would have like a little if I could have related to the characters a little more and slightly less drama

and conflict. Overall though I did enjoy all three of the books.

Demon Chaser Series: Tall. Dark. Deadly. Sizzling paranormal stories filled to the brim with hot

alpha males and the strong, feisty women that manage to tame them. Demon Chasersâ€¦Protectors

of humanity. Sworn to uphold the peace. Oath bound to keep the existence of demons a secret.

There is a lot more to the world of demons than most people realize, and this series manages to

build the demonâ€™s terrific world without ever taking away from the story. And these stories are so

HOT. As an avid reader of paranormal romance and erotic romance, sometimes I will become

worn-out with the sex and/or relationships in the stories. This series is not one of those books and

was well put together. The Demon series had great sex, lovable characters and true story

substance. If you are like me, and are sometimes apprehensive about buying a new series, even

when they are cheap, because you don't want to waste your time with a story that can't touch you

on some level, take a chance with Charlene Hartnadyâ€™s Demon Series. Hopefully, you will enjoy

this series as I did. Reading order as follow:Book 1 OMEGA (Cole and Katy)Book 2 ALPHA (Gray

and Ashlyn)Book 3 HYBRID (Brice and Garrett)Book 4 SKIN (Gaby and Phoenix)
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